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Definition of variables
The table below defines the variables used in the paper: 
Procedure for cleaning surfaces:
The crystals were cleaned first with dilute Decon 90 for three to four minutes and then rinsed with water. Further cleaning is made by placing the crystal in a glass dish with the polished side facing up. Several drops of sulfuric acid* (98%) are added so as to spread completely on the surface and then approximately the same amount of water is added to acid on the crystal. Adding water to the sulfuric acid causes the acid to heat and boil on the surface. After about five minutes the surface is extensively rinsed with water. Acids cleaning can be repeated up to three times until the surface becomes completely hydrophilic.
*Personal safety equipment has to be used during the cleaning with acid. Figures S1 and S2 show measured wavelength distributions for the neutron instruments used in the experiments that are the expected triangular shape. Triangular functions fitted to these distributions have been used in the model calculations described in the paper. . Estimated relative intensities for a sample with an attenuation coefficient 100 times larger than that of the Si/D 2 O /polystyrene latex used in the experiments described in the paper. Note that the intensities are shown in an arbitrary scale, this suggests that analysis of shape of the curves can be useful for comparing the differences. In principle much higher sensitivity (few hundred nm) to surface scattering could be obtained with strongly absorbing samples but the choice of materials and stabilizers for colloidal particles would need to be made very carefully. Increasing attenuation by a large factor by means of scattering is not straightforward and would also increase background. The low critical angle for sapphire compared to silicon gives rise to stronger refraction effects and penetration of the beam to the sample holder.
Comparison of data measured at NG3 SANS with calculations

Probability function used in the model calculations
